
EntraLight™ Sliding Gates
The basic solution for entrances

Gunnebo Perimeter Protection dedicates all of its exper-

tise to development, production and service. All products 

are therefore state-of-the-art and are tailored to our 

customers’ needs. Detailed research of the market guides 

us towards innovations and this was the route taken 

when developing EntraLight™. The electronically control-

led EntraLight™ sliding gate is a low-cost alternative to 

the premium range of GPP gates.

EntraLight™ gates combine functionality with high cost-

effectiveness. Their main features are standard dimen-

sions and the distinctiveness of the gate infill. Entra-

Light™ Cantilevered Sliding gates are available for clear 

widths up to 8 m. Silver-coloured eloxal and various 

RAL-based coatings extend the design possibilities. Given 

their lightweight design, EntraLight™ sliding gate sys-

tems win over customers by offering an optimum price/

performance ratio without any comprise having to be 

made in the current heightened security requirements.

The distinctive design is just as impressive as the smooth 

way in which the gate opens and closes. The EntraLight™ 

gates do of course satisfy all the requirements and 

standards applicable to power-operated gates. Fitting is 

very simple, as you would expect from GPP. The gates are 

pre-fabricated in our factory and are then subjected to 

extensive functions tests.
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Basic solution for gateways

As a modern design for self-supporting sliding gate systems, EntraLight™ 
offers a number of benefits:

 	EntraLight™ is fitted with tried and tested drive technology
	and is a state-of-the-art development
	 Its verified strict safety standard corresponds to the European EN 12 453 

standard
	Operational reliability is optimum. The design satisfies the    

 European EN 13 241-1 standard
	Cost-effective design for the entire aluminium gate leaf
	The maximum spacing for bars is 120 mm
	The materials and surfaces used also produce an appearance    

 which remains attractive for a long time
	 EntraLight™ can be easily combined with all our company’s 
	site protection systems
	Quick and rational on-site installation is possible since the gate is fully   

 pre-assembled and its functions tested in the factory
	Short delivery times

“Everything from one source”

“Everything from one source” is our principle. Planning, manufacturing, 
installation and maintenance is our competence. GPP stands at your 
side as a strong and experienced partner.
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	Smooth and silent running
	Good levels of stability

 	Time-saving installation thanks 
to high level of pre-fabrication
	Low-maintenance.
	Outstanding price and 

 performance ratio

Features

We reserve the right to alter product 
information without any obligation.
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